Model-based control of cardiac alternans on a ring.
Cardiac alternans, a beat-to-beat alternation of cardiac electrical dynamics, and ventricular tachycardia, generally associated with a spiral wave of electrical activity, have been identified as frequent precursors of the life-threatening spatiotemporally chaotic electrical state of ventricular fibrillation (VF). Schemes for the elimination of alternans and the stabilization of spiral waves through the injection of weak external currents have been proposed as methods to prevent VF but have not performed at the level required for clinical implementation. In this paper we propose a control method based on linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) control. Unlike most previously proposed approaches, our method incorporates information from the underlying model to increase efficiency. We use a one-dimensional ringlike geometry, with a single control electrode, to compare the performance of our method with that of two other approaches, quasi-instantaneous suppression of unstable modes (QISUM) and time-delay autosynchronization (TDAS). We find that QISUM fails to suppress alternans due to conduction block. Although both TDAS and LQR succeed in suppressing alternans, LQR is able to suppress the alternans faster and using a much weaker control current. Our results highlight the benefits of a model-based control approach despite its inherent complexity compared with nonmodel-based control such as TDAS.